openQA Tests - coordination #29042
[sle][functional][y][saga] offline installation
2017-12-07 10:03 - okurz

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2018-03-14

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2018-06-05

Assignee:

riafarov

% Done:

100%

Category:

New test

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

future

Difficulty:
Description

User story
As a SLES customer with no or limited access to any network I want to be able to install SLES without needing the network

Acceptance criteria
AC1: passed openQA test for openSUSE exists with a SUT that does not have access to any external server, e.g. no dns
resolution
AC2: same as above but for SLE
AC3: same as above but with limited access to network, e.g. can resolve DNS but not reach any external host (okurz: IMHO
some customers have this)

further details
fsc#323363
Subtasks:
coordination # 33259: [sle][functional][epic][u] offline installation - test for openSU...

Resolved

action # 33262: [sle][functional][u][hard]offline installation - test for openSUSE TW w...

Resolved

action # 33265: [sle][functional][u][easy] offline installation - test for openSUSE Lea...

Resolved

action # 33268: [sle][functional][y][fast] offline installation - same as for openSUSE ...

Resolved

coordination # 34105: [sle][functional][y][epic] offline installation - SLE test with f...

Rejected

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action #14774: [sle][functional][yast][y] Disconnec...

Resolved

2016-11-14

Copied from openQA Tests - coordination #25452: [sle][functional][epic] Test ...

Resolved

2017-09-20

2017-10-25

History
#1 - 2017-12-07 10:03 - okurz
- Copied from coordination #25452: [sle][functional][epic] Test multi-module media added
#2 - 2017-12-07 10:05 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sle][functional][epic] offline installation to [sle][functional][saga] offline installation
- Assignee deleted (okurz)
provided information as far as a "saga" goes. Can be split later.
#3 - 2018-03-14 11:43 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-04-10 to 2018-05-08
due to changes in a related task
#4 - 2018-03-14 11:44 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 15 to Milestone 17
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-> subtickets
#5 - 2018-04-10 14:28 - okurz
- Related to action #14774: [sle][functional][yast][y] Disconnected installation: grab release notes while a system is not plugged into network takes too
long added
#6 - 2018-04-30 20:44 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-05-22 to 2018-05-08
due to changes in a related task
#7 - 2018-04-30 20:44 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sle][functional][saga] offline installation to [sle][functional][y][saga] offline installation
- Target version changed from Milestone 17 to Milestone 19
#8 - 2018-05-08 08:44 - riafarov
- Due date changed from 2018-05-08 to 2018-06-05
due to changes in a related task
#9 - 2018-05-08 09:04 - riafarov
- Due date changed from 2018-06-05 to 2018-06-19
due to changes in a related task
#10 - 2018-06-04 11:11 - riafarov
- Due date changed from 2018-06-19 to 2018-06-05
due to changes in a related task
#11 - 2018-06-05 09:00 - riafarov
- Due date changed from 2018-06-05 to 2018-10-16
due to changes in a related task
#12 - 2018-06-15 18:49 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to Milestone 19
#13 - 2018-10-09 21:24 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-10-16 to 2018-06-05
due to changes in a related task
#14 - 2018-10-09 21:25 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to future
#16 - 2019-10-08 13:58 - riafarov
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to riafarov
Problematic network will be addressed here: #49226
#17 - 2020-10-12 13:31 - szarate
- Tracker changed from action to coordination
#18 - 2020-10-12 13:48 - szarate
See for the reason of tracker change: http://mailman.suse.de/mailman/private/qa-sle/2020-October/002722.html
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